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Abstract27

Several European countries have suspended the inoculation of the AstraZeneca vaccine out of28

suspicion of causing deep vein thrombosis. In this letter we report some Fermi estimates performed29

using a stochastic model aimed at making a risk-benefit analysis of the interruption of the delivery30

of the AstraZeneca vaccine in France and Italy. Our results clearly show that excess deaths due31

to the interruption of the vaccination campaign injections largely overrun those due to thrombosis32

even in worst case scenarios of frequency and gravity of the vaccine side effects.33

As of March 2021, the spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus [1] has caused more than 12034

millions infections worldwide with a total death toll of more than 2 millions. Up to the end35

of 2020, the only effective measures to contain the spread of the virus were based on social36

distancing, wearing face masks and more/less stringent lockdown [2–4]. Later on, a massive37

vaccination campaign kicked off in several countries thanks to the availability of a variety38

of vaccines (e.g., AstraZeneca, Johnson&Johnson, Moderna, Pfizer/BionTech, Sputnik V).39

Such vaccines differ substantially in terms of efficacy, legal status, availability, and logistics40

needed for their delivery to patients. According to various estimates [5], vaccinations would41

produce a reduction in infections, and eventually yield to ”herd immunity” when ≈ 70% of42

the population gets fully vaccinated. When such a large fraction of the population becomes43

immune to the disease, its spread from person to person becomes very unlikely, and the44

whole community becomes protected. By allowing for an earlier easing of non-medical45

measures against the SARS-CoV-2 virus, vaccination is also expected to significantly reduce46

the economical, social and psychological impacts of lockdown measures [6]. Those estimates47

assume that there is no break in the supply of vaccines or any other suspension in the48

procedure due to side effects from vaccination. Unfortunately, on March 15th 2021 several49

European countries suspended the use of AstraZeneca COVID-19 vaccine as a precaution in50

order to investigate the death of a few dozens of patients developing blood clots - associated51

with Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT) [7] - after such vaccine, despite no proof of causal link52

between vaccination and DVT [8]. Health personnel who inoculated the vaccine to those who53

died as a result of DVT are being investigated in Italy for manslaughter [9]. The contingent54

situation with the widespread COVID-19 pandemic naturally raises the question of whether55

a prolonged stop in vaccinations coming from adopting the precautionary principle [10]56
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could cause an excess mortality beyond that caused by the hypothetical side effects of57

the vaccines. The European Medicines Agency (EMA) is currently assessing whether the58

vaccine can continue to be used despite possibly causing this very rare side effect. In this59

Letter we aim at exploring this issue by computing future COVID-19 epidemic scenarios by60

comparing i) the excess mortality caused by reducing the vaccinations using the stochastic61

Susceptible-Exposed-Infected-Recovered (SEIR) model [11], and ii) the estimates of the62

possible casualties caused by side effects of a vaccine, namely those associated with DVT.63

We remark that the additional, longer-term effect of the presence of higher infection rates,64

i.e., the increased risk of virus mutations leading to possibly more malignant and/or more65

infectious variants, is not included in our treatment. Our analysis focuses on France and66

Italy, which have been among the countries that have been most severely impacted by the67

COVID-19 pandemic [12]. An important remark follows. Our goal is not to provide an exact68

estimate of both i) and ii) but rather to perform an order-of-magnitude comparison between69

excess deaths resulting from different scenarios of vaccination policy. In other terms, we will70

approach the problem by performing Fermi estimates [13] where the classical back-of-the-71

envelope calculations are performed via the SEIR model, which allows to take into account72

the uncertainties in both model parameters and data. In nuce, we perform a counterfactual73

analysis based on a story-line approach, which has become a powerful investigation method74

for assessing risks coming from extreme events [14]. While the quantitative consolidation of75

our results clearly requires extensive data analysis and modelling, our findings show with76

a large confidence that excess deaths due to the interruption of the vaccination campaign77

largely override those due to DVT even in the worst case scenarios of frequency and gravity78

of the vaccine side effects. Fermi estimates can provide valuable input for an efficient and79

pragmatic application of the precautionary principle able to reduce the negative impacts of80

hazards of various nature, as done in economics [15].81

The model [16] with time-dependent control parameters can mimic the dependence ad-82

ditional/external factors such as variability in the detected cases, different physiological re-83

sponse to the virus, release or reinforcement of distancing measures[11]. Our compartmental84

model [17] divides the population into four groups, namely, Susceptible (S), Exposed (E),85

Infected (I), and Recovered (R) individuals, according to the following evolution equations:86
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St+1 = St − λ (1− α)
ItSt
Nt

− λα (1− σ)
ItSt
Nt

+ (1− σα)St (1)

Et+1 = Et + λ (1− α)
ItSt
Nt

+ λα (1− σ)
ItSt
Nt

+ (1− ε)Et (2)

It+1 = It + εEt + (1− α− β)It (3)

Rt+1 = Rt + σαSt + βIt (4)

In the SEIR model above, the classical parameters are the recovery rate (β), the inverse87

of the incubation period (ε), and the infection rate (λ). Here we have generalized the the88

model presented in [11] by introducing two additional parameters able to succinctly mimic89

the strategies of a vaccination campaign, namely the vaccination rate per capita α and90

the vaccine efficacy σ, see Sun and Hsieh [18]. To consider uncertainties in long-term91

extrapolations and time-dependent control parameters a stochastic approach is used though92

which the control parameters κ ∈ {α, β, ε, λ, σ} are described by an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck93

process [19] with drift as follows:94

dκ = −κ(t)dt+ κ0dt+ ςκdWt, (5)95

where κ0 ∈ {α0, β0, ε0, λ0, σ0}, dWt is the increment of a Wiener process. We re-96

mind that the basic reproduction number [20] is written R0 = β0/λ0. In Eqs. (1)-(5)97

we set dt = 1, which is the highest time resolution available for official COVID-19–98

related counts and is relatively small compared to the characteristic times associated99

with COVID-19 infection, incubation, and recovery/death. In our simulations we set100

{α0, β0, ε0, σ0} = {0.0015, 0.37, 0.27, 0.59}; {ςα, ςβ, ςε, ςσ} = {0.25, 0.2, 0.2, 0.1} a mortality101

rate m0 = 0.015 [21]. While β0 and ε0 and the associated ς are the same as in [11], the102

values of σ0 and respective ς are derived from the range given for the AstraZeneca vaccine103

phase 3 tests for the first dose [22] and α0 and ςα supposing that both Italy and France104

keep vaccinating 105 individuals per day with a 20% daily fluctuation [23]. As in [11], we105

also set ςλ = 0.2 allowing for 20% daily fluctuations in the infection rate. Note that here106

we restrict to Gaussian fluctuations: as shown in [11], allowing for log-normal fluctuations107
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of the parameters does not change the average results but slightly enhance their dispersion.108

See Supplementary Material for the numerical code.109

Figure 1 reports the daily number of deaths m0×I(t) as a function of time for Italy (a) and110

France (b). Initial conditions are set for both countries to the values reported on March 15th111

as follows: for Italy we set N = 60 · 106 population, E(t) = I(t) = 20 · 104 as the infected112

and exposed populations, R(t) = 11 · 106 as the sum of 9 · 106 recovered estimated from113

serologic tests and 2 · 106 immunized from 2 doses of either Pfizer/BioNTech, Moderna or114

AstraZeneca vaccines and R0 = 1.16. For France we set N = 67 · 106, E(t) = I(t) = 25 · 104,115

R(t) = 13.2 · 106 as the sum of 11 · 106 recovered estimated from serologic tests and 2.2 · 106
116

immunized from vaccines and R0 = 1.02. For both France and Italy, we assume that the117

virus, after the second wave, has infected the 15% of the population. This estimates are118

based on Pullano et al. [24] who reported a 7%± 3% total infections for France after the119

first wave, assuming that the second wave had a similar magnitude for both countries. We120

remark however, that our results are basically insensitive to oscillation of S(1) of order of121

5 millions individuals (cfr. Supplementary Material Figure S1). Rather than integrating122

the Fokker-Planck equation [25] corresponding to the system of equations given above, we123

follow a Monte Carlo approach and we perform two sets of Nr = 1000 realizations (see124

supplementary material Figure S2 for a justification of this value): stopping (red) and125

continuing (blue) the vaccination campaign at the same rate. The model is integrated for126

500 days, that is about the time it would take to vaccine the rest of the susceptible population127

with AstraZeneca at the rate of 105 individuals per day.128129

First, we observe a monotonic decrease in the daily deaths for all scenarios considered130

from the initial date t = t0 corresponding to March 15, 2021. This is in agreement with131

actual estimates that for Italy and France the so-called third wave should reach its peak by132

the end of March, 2021 [26]. Moreover, we observe that the cumulative number of deaths133

significantly reduce if vaccinations are continued at 100000 doses per day with respect to the134

scenario where vaccination is stopped. For Italy (France) completely halting the vaccination,135

at the actual epidemic rate, the number of excess deaths from COVID19 would amount to136

9 ± 3 · 103 (1.2 ± 0.4 · 103) excess deaths from COVID19. The difference between the two137

countries is largely due to the value of R0, which is larger for Italy. This suggests that138

halting vaccination in a growing epidemics phase (Italy) has more dramatic consequences139

than in a more controlled scenario of R0 ≈ 1 (France).140
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FIG. 1. The number of daily deaths m× I(t) as a function of time (300 out of 500 days shown) for

Italy (a) and France (b) using the values of R0 = 1.16 (Italy) and R0 = 1.02 reported respectively

for the 15th of March countries. Solid lines show the ensemble average, dotted lines extend to one

standard deviation of the mean. Red and blue curves refer respectively to no vaccination and a

vaccination campaign whose efficacy is 59%.

Our previous analysis is based on a total stop of AstraZeneca vaccination. However, a141

more realistic scenario is to assume that AstraZeneca vaccination will resume after a limited142

number of days used for verification. We investigate this effect in Fig. 2. There we consider143

the average excess deaths as a function of the interruption length in number of days (x-axis)144

and R0 (y-axis) for Italy (a) and France (b). The excess deaths are computed with respect145

to a base scenario where vaccine injections are never interrupted and they are averaged over146

1000 realizations of the SEIR model. Figure 2 shows that the longer is the vaccine injections147

disruption, the higher is the number of excess deaths. The impact is stronger for higher148

values of R0. A focus on the actual values for Italy and France is reported in Fig. 3.149

The final step in our investigation is to compare the previous estimates of excess deaths150

with an order of magnitude estimate of deaths due to DVT resulting from side effects151

of the AstraZeneca vaccine. In order to make a meaningful comparison, in a case where152
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FIG. 2. Average over Nr = 1000 realizations of the stochastic SEIR model showing the excess

deaths m×I(t) as a function of the number of the days of interruption of AstraZeneca vaccinations

(x-axis) and R0 (y-axis) for Italy (a) and France (b). The excess deaths are computed with respect

to a base scenario where vaccine injections are never interrupted. Arrows indicate the values of R0

chosen for Figs. 1-3. Each realization of the SEIR model is integrated for 500 days.

uncertainties are very large and hard to quantify, we will consider a worst case scenario for153

the impacts of the side effects. This scenario relies on the unrealistic hypothesis that the154

totality of susceptible population to DVT suffers from DVT shortly after being vaccinated,155

and the lethality rate is similar to the one observed in the overall population.156

As of March 15th 2021, 30 suspect cases of DVT have been reported over a number of157

5 millions vaccinated people with AstraZeneca in Europe[27]. By suspect cases we mean158

people who have developed DVT in the few days following the vaccination. This leads us to159

an estimate of a frequency of 6 cases per million of vaccines. Let’s call this rate rDV TAZ . Let’s160

also consider that in the case of France the incidence of DVT has been estimated to 1800161
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FIG. 3. Average over Nr = 1000 realizations (same as those presented in Fig. 2) of the stochastic

SEIR model showing the excess deaths m × I(t) as a function of the number of the days of

interruption of AstraZeneca vaccinations for Italy R0 = 1.16 (a) and France R0 = 1.02 (b) with .

Error bars are computed as the mean relative error.

people per 1 million inhabitants per year ([28]), with a lethality rate after three months of162

5% [29], raising to 30% when a period of 5 years is considered [7]. This leads to estimating163

a total of the order of 10000 deaths per year as a result of DVT. Even assuming that all the164

DVT cases following the inoculation of the AstraZeneca vaccine would have not manifested165

themselves in absence of the injection, we have that N vaccination would lead to an extra166

N × rDV TAZ DVT cases. Let’s assume that all of these cases result into death[30]. We then167

have that 105 daily vaccination would result into a maximum of 0.6 daily death. In 500 days,168

which is the time needed to cover the entire French population, this leads to an upper bound169

of 300 deaths. Considering a death rate of 30%, the number scales down to approximately170

100, while considering a death rate of 5% the number scales down to approximately 15.171

Similar figures apply for Italy.172

Decision-making in presence of strong uncertainties associated with health and environ-173

mental risks is an extremely complex process resulting from the interplay between science,174

politics, stakeholders, activists, lobbies, media, and society at large [31–33]. In this letter we175
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have aimed at contributing to the debate on different strategies for combating, in conditions176

of great uncertainties in terms of health and social response, pandemic like the current one177

caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus. We have focused on the case of the AstraZeneca COVID-178

19 vaccine and on the locales of Italy and France, for the period starting on March 15th179

2021. Here, the goal is provide a semi-quantitative comparison, based on Fermi estimates180

informed by a simple yet robust stochastic model, between the excess deaths due to tempo-181

ral restriction to the deployment of a still experimental vaccine with respect to the excess182

deaths due to its possible side effects. Given the many uncertainties on the (possible) side183

effects of the vaccine, we have resorted to making worst case scenario calculations in order184

to provide a robust upper bound to the related excess deaths. Our results are preliminary185

and should be supplemented by more detailed modelling and data collection exercises. Our186

results are preliminary and should be supplemented by more detailed modelling and data187

collection exercises. Indeed: i) we assume a single vaccine with the nominal AstraZeneca188

efficacy, neglecting the other available vaccines, ii) we consider a fixed vaccination rate, iii)189

for AstraZeneca DVT side effects we consider French data and rescale them for the Italian190

populations, iv) we focused our analysis on DVT side effects, but other pathologies could be191

considered with the same approach. Yet, they clearly suggest - see a useful summary in Ta-192

ble I - that the benefits of deploying the vaccine greatly outweight the associated risks, and193

that the relative benefits are wider in situations where the reproduction number is larger,194

and they increase with the temporal duration of the vaccine ban.195
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